
Native mobile and desktop apps

Desktop Office FileSync IceChatTeamChat

Cloud-based business email
& collaboration suite

One product, one price but three powerful components and rich assortment of apps. 
Compose multiple emails. Find a contact while creating your calendar event. Share an 

email to a TeamChat room. Edit a document in real-time with your coworkers. 
Without leaving IceWarp‘s all-in-one interface.
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G Suite and Office 365 Alternative

IceWarp is the only alternative to Office 365 or G Suite in terms of complexity. Yet, IceWarp is not a copycat. 
We are innovation driven and push our features to be ahead of others. We are developing all the infrastructure 
building blocks down to our own cluster management solution. And we are operating our own network all 
over the world. We are the owner of the servers and storage, and we don’t share your data with anyone else.

G Suite Office 365IceWarp

Lite Standard Professional

$2.50 $3.90 $7.00
5GB Email 100GB Email 500GB Email

Our new self-service administration portal will 
enable you to freely assign plans to users in your 
organization. This way, everyone will be able to use 
just those features they need and you won’t have to 
pay for what’s not being used. You are free to mix 
and match plans as often as your business requires.

Mix and match plans

IceWarp offers a variety of choices - store your data 
in the EU (Germany), USA or Middle East (Bahrain) 
and get local support or assistance anytime you 
need. Your data is always stored where you prefer.

Choose the right location

We guarantee 99.9% availability of the service and 
we are ready to help in case of issues to anyone 
using IceWarp. Our technicians will help you or 
your IceWarp users 24/7 through live support, even 
for cases of client app setup or lost login details. 
We answer all of your questions.

24/7 Live Support
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IceWarp Deep Castle Generation 1

Email from custom @yourcompany.com address. 
Individual mailbox for every employee or team. 
Compatible with every email client. Delayed 
sending and on behalf sending supported.

Email at Your Own Domain
Secure business email

One meeting is worth a thousand emails. Set it up 
in the comfort of your office. TeamChat will take col-
laboration another step forward with easy to launch 
conferencing tool.

TeamChat Video Calls
Efficient and swift communication

Have your files on any device anywhere you are. 
Everything is synchronized automatically. Save your 
work privately, or share it with your colleagues.

Online Storage
Your data available everywhere

All the tools in a single browser window. You will love the 
advanced integration features with immediate function 
availability. Send an email from a TeamChat room or 
share a link to one. Create a meeting at the moment you 
receive a confirmation from your colleagues. You’ll no 
longer need to switch between windows.

WebClient
All-in-one experience
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Faster and more straightforward than email. Chat 
with your team and invite guests. Create rooms 
for individual projects or teams. Share documents, 
brainstorm over emails and create meetings.

TeamChat
Dynamic team collaboration

Comprehensive office suite for documents, 
presentations and spreadsheets. MS Office and PDF 
support included. Online version includes sharing, 
Real-time collaborative editing, change tracking. An 
offline version is available as well. Spreadsheets 
support pivot tables and macros.

WebDocuments
For real-time collaboration

Calendar
Easy event planning

See your team’s availability in a shared online calendar.
Sophisticated time slot seeker helps you to set up 
meetings for more people.

Email and TeamChat Integration
An extension to email communication

Sounds simple, works like magic. You are now able to 
share drafts and incoming emails in TeamChat rooms 
or compose new ones with the help of your colleagues. 
When you’re done, you can easily send the emails from 
or to a chat room.

www.icewarp.com
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BRAVE 100%

Hello 😊😊

Hi! Glad to hear from you, I was 
thinking about writing you.

11C17

Corey Clayton
What a wonderful day to ma…

Alan Hopkins
Online

Gussie Rios
Life is like chocolate-box 

Barry Adkins
Feeling productive!

Clayton Logan
1 New message

Tell me… 
11C18

IceWarp

Tell me…

Applications

Chat on the go or instantly share your photos 
or location from your mobile. Send encrypted 
messages, pictures and files. Connect with your 
colleagues using audio and video calls. Lock 
confidential conversations using Touch ID or Face ID.

IceChat
Always in touch

Switch to our desktop email client or continue using Outlook and synchronize all your data 
there (email, contacts, calendar). With OutlookSync, you won’t notice the difference.

Get FileSync for automatic file syncing and sharing. 
Add TeamChat Desktop so you can work with multiple 
TeamChat accounts at the same time.

FileSync and TeamChat Desktop
Apps for your computer

Create and edit Office documents on your desktop
for half the price. We covered all your productivity
needs so you don’t have to spend on expensive suites.

IceWarp Desktop Office
You don’t need another office suite

Collaborate with your team from anywhere you 
are. Start new project conversations, comment 
on existing ones or share updates with your 
colleagues. Nobody will tell you’re following up on 
work from your phone.

TeamChat Mobile
Be up to date on the go
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Add a second layer of security to your IceWarp 
account. Use your mobile application for two-factor 
account authentication. Scan your QR code and 
pair it to obtain a time-sensitive password.

Security

Two-Factor Authentication

In our cloud, you will have a dedicated space and 
you don’t need to worry about security issues. 
Your organization will have its own server for any 
number of users. 

Dedicated virtual server for 
each customer 

Our clusters are built to guarantee 99,99% 
availability. Thanks to data replication and back 
ups you won’t ever loose your data.

High availability and 
data back up

Secure your account

With central device administration, you have a clear 
visibility into who is using what device. You can even 
remotely erase any stolen device or grant access to 
a device to a new colleague.

Exchange ActiveSync
Mobiles and BYOD

The highest level of security in real time.
All communication is encrypted thanks to Let’s 
Encrypt SSL certificate. AntiSpam guards both 
incoming and outgoing email. Thus, malware 
won’t be able to spread.

AntiSpam and AntiVirus
You’re safe

www.icewarp.com



Administration

Further innovations coming this summer.

Comfortably manage all services and users in one 
place, with an unlimited number of domains, real-time 
usage statistics, and SSO options for each.

All incoming and outgoing emails can be stored 
1:1 in a separate storage. You can allow or limit 
access to specific users at any moment. In case 
you need extended functionality or advice about 
email archiving, please feel free to contact us. 
We will recommend a professional tool with 
comprehensive functionality.

WebAdmin

Archive

With Global Address List (GAL), you have a clear 
overview of all users on a server. GAL stands 
for easy and transparent management of user 
contact information on a daily basis. It easily 
communicates with IceWarp servers as well.

Dashboard 
Upon every sign-in, the Dashboard shows all 
IceWarp components, your recent documents 

as well as integrations with other services.

WebFlow 
WebFlow allows you to easily integrate IceWarp 
with services of your choice by faciliating data 

exchange in a few clicks.

Global Address List

The IceWarp server communicates with Active 
Directory / LDAP. You can easily establish Active 
Directory for a different domain. Create user 
profiles in Active Directory, it will be automatically 
created on the IceWarp server as well. Even users 
and groups can be created using this integration. 
In WebClient, user info is shown in the “My Details” 
section with a profile picture.

Active Directory

It is essential to migrate servers without shutdowns. 
That’s why we developed migration applications and 
scripts for Microsoft Exchange, Office 365, G Suite, 
Zimbra, Kerio, Linux solutions and more. We will be 
happy to migrate your entire server.

Migration without Losses

www.icewarp.com



Version 12
About  IceWarpWhy Choose IceWarp?

Immediate 50% Cost Reduction 

A competitive price and transparent software 
maintenance make IceWarp the optimal 
solution for business communication. The 
more users you have, the better pricing you 
get, as the actual cost is based on the total 
number of users.

1

All-In-One 

IceWarp is the only platform through which 
you can complete all your office work. 
Everything runs in a single window, without 
third party applications.

All Features Integrated

The all-in-one solution provides you with an 
integrated platform on which all functions 
work together. Send an email and share 
a copy to TeamChat at the same time. Or 
change private calls to WebMeeting for the 
whole team on-the-go. 

MS Office and Third-Party Mail 
Client Compatibility

Don’t throw away your email client. You 
can still use it with IceWarp, enhanced 
with advanced security. IceWarp can work 
with PDF and MS Office presentations, 
spreadsheets and text documents.

Perfect Alternative to Exchange, 
Office 365, and G Suite

IceWarp is the most complex solution 
for corporate communication and team 
collaboration. You won’t lose your data in 
the migration process — not even your email 
history! Plus, you will get a more intuitive 
interface for users and IT administrators.

2 3

4

6

Data Control

We manage the whole chain and we don’t 
cooperate with any third party providers. We 
own the software, infrastructure and ensure 
100% data privacy.

Constant Innovations

Why buy an office platform that ages 
even faster than your cell phone? IceWarp 
introduces new features and possibilities for 
all its customers with every new version.

Stable and Flexible

IceWarp has grown through thousands of 
user installations. The core of our system 
is built for enormous loads and countless 
users. The system is optimized for low 
hardware requirements.

24/7 Live Support 

Every IceWarp user can reach out to our
technicians through our Live Support tool. 
Lost login details will not be a problem 
anymore. Severe technical incidents have
a guaranteed 2-hour response time.

5

7

8 9
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Version 12
About  IceWarpAbout IceWarp

IceWarp is a stable international company founded in 2001. We’re developing complex solutions 
for communication and collaboration. Our goal is to always innovate through our services in 
accordance with current trends and feedback from more than 50,000 satisfied customers.

Our customers

Enterprise Service ProvidersSMB
Reasonable price and easy 

administration
Secure all-in-one solution Wide variety of adjustment 

options

www.icewarp.com
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G Suite & Office 365 Alternative

IceWarp saves you money while offering functionality comparable to G Suite and Office 365.

Save up to 65% Save up to 50%

vs. G Suite vs. Office 365

Email & Calendar

Standard Business E1

100GB Email Unlimited 50GB Email

$3.90 $12.00 $8.00

Online document editing

AntiVirus & AntiSpam

Unlimited groups
& sharing

Email distribution lists

WebMeetings with 
screen sharing

Audio & video calls

Mobile apps

Email archiving

TeamChat with free 
guest access


